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Essentially the problem is transformed into a system of equations of relaxation form
and then a fract,ional step method is used. The analysis of the resulting problem is
based on ideas developed in [7]. Including the results of a boundary layer analysis in
the scheme, kinetic boundary layers are also treated in a corr~t way. Sections 2 and
3 contain a description of the results of the sta,ndard asymptotic procedure and the
presentation of the time discretization in our scheme. In Sect,ion 4 the diffusion limit
of t,he scheme is considered. In Section 5 the fully discretized equations are presented.
An approximation
property for different ranges of t,he nIca~I free path is proven in 6,
Section 7 contains numerical results for several examples and a numerical compa,rison
with other schemes.
Finishing the introduction we mention that the ideas developed in t,his paper can
be transfered to the gas kinetic a,nd t,he semiconductor case, where the above scaling
leads in t,he limit to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation ant1 the driftdiffusion
equation respectively. In particular, in the gas dynamic case a more careful use has
to be ma.de of the perturba.ttion procedure leading from t,he Boltzmann equat,ion to
the incompressible Navier-Stokes cq~lation. This problem will be treated in a scpara.te
paper.
2,

The

We consider transport

Equations.

(2.1)

&f

i-

%I . vrL. j

=

&(f)

equations of the following form
+

c:(Z),

where f = f(:c, U, t) with CCE fl c I@, d = l.,2,3,~ = (~1, ‘~2,~3) E S C: R3, t E [0, oo),
where S is assumed to be the lmit sphere around 0 in R‘. The collision operator & is
defined by
Qf(:c, v, c) = o(cc)(rcf - f)(n:, w, t)
with 0 < ‘~1 < 0(:x) < isz, where ~1, a2 a.re some constant,s and the scattering cross
section csis independent of 7). I< is an integral operator
lirf(:c,

w, t) =
J

s(w, w’)f(le, w’, t)dv’,

s
s symmetric in 9) and v’, rotationally invariant, 0 < sl < s(w, u’) < ~2, where sl, s2 are
some constants, and JLss(,u, w’)dv’ = 1. K is compact. The collision opera,tor K - I
has as collision invariants only constants and is negative in a suitable function space.
The source term G(z) 2 0 is assumed to be independent, of ‘0. Initial and boundary
conditions are given by
f(:C,

II, 0)

=

=

x:(x,

9(X,

II)

2

0, !C E (1, ‘U E ,?

and
,f(z,

w, t)

II, t)

2

0, :c E Lm’U.

71 <

0,

where 30 is the boundary of R and r~ = n,(z) the outer normal of 3R at the point
2:. See [3] for a t,horough theoretical investigation of t,his equation. Ext,ensions of the
following to other cases like, e.g., ?I- dependence of o and G are possible.
Introducing the usual diffusion space-time scaling :C -+ F and t + 3) where E is
the mean free path and scaling G(z) + E’G(x), one obta.ins the scaled equa.t,ions
(2.2)

a,j + f,LJ. a,,j

= $1;

- l)(f)

+ G(z).
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collision term properly. Therefore, large computation times are needed for small mean
free pat,21 for such a scheme. In contrast, for a fully implicit discretization

there is no restriction on the time step due to stability considerat,ions. However, one
has to solve a stationary equation in every time step, which is a,gain time consuming.
We mention that, due to the development of fast, multigrid algorithms [19, 24, 25, 261,
for the stationary equation, computation times for a fully implicit scheme are strongly
reduced. A numerical comparison of these types of algorit,hms with the one developed
here is presented in Section 7.
The aim in this work is to develop a semi-implicit scheme treating only such terms
in an implicit wa.y for which it is necessary to do so in order to obtain a scheme working
uniformly in F. In particular, due to the different advection (i) and scattering (5)
scw.lcs,it is in the original formulation (2.2) not clear whether the advection has to be
treated implicitely or not. One may nevertheless discretize the original equations in a
straightforward
way by treating the advect,ion explicitcly a.nd the scattering t,erm in
an implicit, way:
(3.3)

f”+’ z f” + A+‘lc;,;f”
E

$ ;~(I<* - I)(f”“)

-I-G(z)].

This simple type of discretization has several drawbacks compared to the scheme
developed below, WC discuss them at the end of Section 4.
We suggest to use the standard perturbat,ion procedure to transform equation
(2.2) into two equations. A fractional step scheme with a semi-implicit procedure is
then used for the resulting equations. The idea is to follow the expansion procedure,
write f as f = fo + ~fl and collect, suitable terms t,ogether, such that only terms on
the scale 5 n.re involved.
Let (fo, fl) be the solution of the set of equations
(3.4)
(3.5)

&So+ u. V,cfl =
&fl

$o-(Icfo

- fo) i-G(z)

= $(-il . 0,fo + O(Kfl -- fl)),

We take the inital and boundary values

One observes that fo + ~fl fulfills the original equation (2.2) and the initial a.nd
bo~mclary conditions. It, is therefore the desired solution of the original problem.
The rrsults of the boundary layer analysis, see, e.g. [3], are included in the scheme
by choosing 11,in the following way:
Let, ,y.“(?/,11,t) be the solution of the halfspace problem (2.3). Since the outgoing

For Step 1 an explicit discrfkation
will bc used, Step 2 is discrctized implicitely to
treat the stiffness of the equations in a correct way.
Let At denote the time step and ft, f,“, 14:= 0, . . , n = h t,he tirnc iterations
approximating fo(z, 21,kAt), f 1 (*JJ:,?I, Mt). The initial and bolmdary values are given
as above. Introducing the notation

Rewriting

(3.13,3.14) we obtain

This ieads to
step 2:
(3.15)

g+1

=

&+f

+B

(3.16)

p’

=

ilf;+t

.+ j-q< J;+i

where the orlerator .4 is d&cd
.‘I = (I t
and

bv

<

&t-+

>

> -;

TJJ;+‘],
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step 2:
E

fLf+l

(I - Kf

<>)-l

< f,“+”

>
”

Moreover, we have
(I-K+<>)<f>=<f>
and
(I - I(+ <>)h(‘L~) = 71,
where IL was defined in Section 2. This yields
step 2:
(4.1)

fit1

=

<

fy-4

>

(4.2)

p

=

<

f:‘.'"

>

140)
cr

a,

<
.':

p+i
0

>

Considering Step 2 and Step 1 together we obt,ain for e = 0

”
or
(4.4)

ok+’ = 0” + &DV,

I ( y$

. + G#!b,

This is the simplest explicit time discretization for the diffusion equation. The
boundary conditions for the diffusion equa.tion that are given in the limit by the
solution of t,he halfspace problem (2.3) fit to t,he boundary condit,ions for the kinetic
scheme as defined in the last section.
We finish this section by comparing the above scheme with the scheme (3.3) in
Section 3. Doing the standard a.symptotic analysis [21] we get for (3.3) as E --t 0
< fo‘+I >=<

f; > +L&DV,~ . (

v,: < f,p’
(T

>

) + G(x).

This means we obtain m csplicitJ discretization of t,hc diffusion equation as for the
a.bove scheme, but due to the < f,“-’ > term, it, is not the usual one. This type of
discretization of the diffusion equation is worse in terms of accuracy and stability than
(4.4). For example, doing a stabilit,y analysis one observes that only time steps are
allowed which are half the size of those that, can be used in (4.4). This is essentially
due t,o t,he fully explicit treatment of the advect,ion term in (3.3). Moreover, the
scheme developed in Section 3 gives the possibility to trea.t for cxamplc the collision
terms in a semi-implicit, way as given in (3.13,3.14). This is at least for one-group
transport, with K =<> a decisive advantage, since the semi-implicit, scheme presented
here reduces in this case to a fully explicit one. If one would be trying to do the same
thing based on the scheme (3.3) it, would turn out that the limit, equation is not any
more the diffusion equation.

(5.1)
(5.2)
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In the limit for small E we obtain the space discretized diffusion equation
(5.5)

f(y

=< fp’

>=<

f,“+”

>=< f$ > -atg

=< r,“-; > -+-----DD+(
(Fi-r$

=< f,” > + &DD-+(

< 211
f:‘ > +Ght

D- < f;-+
CJ

>

D- ’ ”
(5

‘)

)+GAt
+ c:At

or
@“+I = 0” + &

DD+( y,

+ Gilt.

This is a standard explicit discrctizat,ion of t,he diffusion ccluation. In particular,
we obtain independent of the size of the discretization ALC a good discrct,ization of
the limit; equa.tion for all ranges of the mean free path. The discretization possesses
all difbsion limits, the so called thin, intcrmcdiate and thick diffusion limit,, see [22],
We observe, that wc need in the limit a relation like
At < pd2
(7
- ___2 D

(5.6)

as for t,lie diffusion equation, to obtain positivity
condit,ion may be relaxed for E large.

a.nd stjabilitJy of olir scheme. This

6, A Uniform
Approximation
Property.
In this section we prove a. uniform
approxima.tion property of our scheme. TV2 give an estimate for the consistency error,
considering the integral form of equations (3.~43.5) assuming that, the true solut,ion is
smooth.
Written in integral form that equations for fo(t) and fr (t) are for the Cauchy
problem and one space dimension
(G.1)
(6.2)

fo(t) = e-yg(:x) + ‘t e-~[oly)
-- Uld,:fl(S) + G]ds
.i
?Ili?rfn(s)
fl(t) = pe[+l-+iS.

hl~l~rosinia.ting t,he integra.1 by an integral over step functions defined in cacli int,crval
of length At arid apl,rosimat,ing the dcrivativc with respect to 2: as before, we get, for
t = n&t

where WC defined

k.O

/

I.

JkAt

”

smaller than

-<

C(At+

0
LEMMA

6.2.
1x-l

IAt J--, ‘p-k-lq-:

11-l
at
I ck=O
I,,-1
< CA+3c An-k-~1
1
k=O

with

+I.)

-‘II

< 1. This is equal to

”

l&(t) - $)I 5 cat

+ Cnai71(~;

g,:

where C is n constant independent of c.
Proof.

If&) - !;I
11-.-I
< Int c .-I”“-1qAg:: < ,L,lfl(k)
> +G]
k=O
+ (e-31 - .Lqgl
n-1
+ E c +-kyc (1_&y)~ _~p-“-“q[< fi”’ > -E2;;; f,‘“’+ @$l.
h=“iThe first, two terms a.re estimat~ed by Lemma 2 a.nd Lemma, 3. They are smaller than

The third term is for 6 5 ~0 smaller than

m-1

(64

Using I - W = A and Lemma 3 with k = 1 t,he second
(6.6) is sma.ller t,lian

term on t,he right hand side in

n - 1

Again due to Lemma 3 with k suhst,it,ut,ed by ~2.- k - 1 the first term in (6.6) is smaller

the semi-implicit scheme, if 2 .min(A:ce, $) is smaller than a@$~ and if the desired
accuracy does not require a smaller time st,ep, than the one t,hat can be taken for the
semi-implicit scheme. To obtain a certain required accuracy of the solution one has to
use time steps as shown in the table below for some examples, see Table 1, Looking
at Table 2 one observes that using an explicit scheme is not rea.sonable for small E,
Either the semi-implicit or the implicit scheme are faster. However, this changes for
E large, where the explicit scheme tnity be better due to the small computa.tion times
per time step,
Com~pczrison with the firlly implicit scheme (3.2):
A fully implicit dicretization of the cquat,ion obviously allows bigger time: steps, since
there is no stability restriction on t,he time st,ep in this case. Ncvcirtheless, for the
accurate simulation of the time development, small time steps may be necessary. To
get an accurate resolution of the behaviour of the sollltion up t,o an error of a certain
order the size of the time step for the implicit, scheme has to be chosen according t,o
Ta.ble 1 below.
An irnplcmcntation
of a fully implicit scheme shows that, in order to obtain a
sufficient accuracy the stat,iona.ry equation has to be evaluated to a, very high accuracy
approxima.tely up to an error of the order lo- 8. To achieve this a standard iteration
scheme using for example a diamond difference discretization needs a large number of
iteration steps (sweeps over the computational domain). A comparison of the CPU
time for one iteration step shows that one time step of the semi-implicit it,eration
needs less than 2 t,imes the CPTJ-time of an iteration of t,hc stat,iona.ry scheme. Table
2 shows that the semi-implicit scheme has a big advantage comparctl to a standard
implicit iteration in many situations.
However, of course, computation times for an implicit scheme n.re strongly reduced
if a multigrid algorithms a,s described, e.g., in [24] is used. Using the convergence
estimates in [24] one observes that in essentially two V(l, 1) cycles an accuracy of the
one needed for the solution of t,he stationary equation is obtained. One V(l, 1) cycle
costs about, the same CPU time as 4 sweeps over the computationa.l domain. I.e. the
estimated costs for one time step of a fully implicit scheme with a multigrid algorithm
is about 4 times as large as the one for the semi-implicit scheme. The complexity of
the implementation
of a multigrid scheme especially in higher dimensions has to be
taken into consideration as well.
WC consider a situation wit,11 0 = 1, nil = 0, G = 0,~ < 0.01 and hoLmdary
conditions equal to 0 at z = 0 and equal t,o 1 at, 5 = 1. The space discretizations
arc: AZ: = 0.1, An: = 0.01. The t,ime steps required for t,hc?scami-implicit scheme by
stabilit,y consider&ions are in this case At = 0.015, At = 0.00015. We consider final
times t = 0.005,0.05 and 0.5. For t = 0.5 a stationary sta.tc is nearly reached. The
error WRScalcula.ted by taking the Cl-norm of t,he difference with the ‘true ’ solution
computed with a very fine tliscret,ization. The table shows t,he t)ime st,eps necessary
to obta.in a certain a.ccuracy e with the implicit, scheme using a diamond difference
discretizaGon.
nz = 0.1, c. : 5 10-j
Arc = 0.01, e : 5 1o‘-L1
t=0.005
nt = 0.00015
At =“0.003
nt = 0.001
t=0.05
b0.5
nt = 0.01.
at = 0.004
Table 1: Time st,eps required to obt,ain a certain accuracy e.
These accuracy requirements together with the above estimated CPlJ time give
the following relat,ion between the CPU time for the explicit (E), the semi-implicit (S)

--.l-l.l-_
t=o.o05
_-----.t =0.05
_I_t,=0.5
____II__.-

--
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FIG. 7.2. E = 1,1 = 4, G = 0, (r = 1

Example 3: E = 0.001, G(X) = 1.0, L = 1, boundary conditions eq11x1to 0, g(x) =
1 + x,0,1 = 0 and t = 0.4,
Example 4: t: = 0.01, ~7= 1, CT,I= 0, G(X) = 0.0, L = 1 and boundary conditorls
f(O, v, t) = ‘Ul>711> 0, f(L, v, t) = 0, ~1 < 0 and t = 0.4. The solution of this problem
has a kinetic boundary layer at z = 0.
Example 5: As Exa,mple 4, but wit,h E = 0.0001,
Example 6: A two material problem. L = 1.1, t = 1. In [O,O.l] we consider a
purely absorbing materia.1 with o = 0, OA = 1, G(z) = 0 and 6 = 0.1. I.e. the region
has the size of one mean free path. In [O.l, 1.11 we take a purely scattering material
0 = l,a~ = 0, G(z) = 0 and e = 0.001 (1000 mean free paths in &is region). The
boundary conditions are f(0, U) = 1, ul > 0, f(L, U) = 0, ~1 < 0. The solution of t,his
problem has an interface layer at :t’ = 0.1.
The initial condit,ion is alwa.ys 0.
The solutions for the physical situations described above are plott,ed in the following figures. In Figure 7.2 to 7.4 the situations from Example 1 to 3 are shown,
The solutions are plotted using spa.cc discretizations &t: = 0.04 and &X = 0.1 for the
semi-implicit scheme. WC use the label ‘semi-implicit,lO’ to denote the solut,ion with
the semi-implicit scheme with 10 spatial cells. The time discretizstion is chosen due
to the stabilit,y condition (5.6) for Example 2 and 3. For Example 1 the restriction
on the time step is relaxed to a CFL-type
condition. The reference solution is the
solution with a very fine discretization. For this ca.se the solution of the semi-implicit,
scheme a.nd of the other schemes are coincident. The solution of the cliffusion equat,ion
is computed by the usual triangular explicit schcmc, which is the limiting scheme of
our semi-implicit scheme as E tends to 0, compare (4.3). The esample shows t,hat for
isotropic boundary conditions the solution is approximated wit,11 good accuracy for
different ranges of E.
In Figure figure layer1 Example 4 is considered. We plot, the reference solution
and the solution of the diffusion equat,ion with boundary coefficients derived from the
halfspace problem. The solutions of the semi-implicit scheme arc found with nx = 0.1
such tha.t a discretization cell contains 10 mean free paths and the corresponding size of
the t,irne discretization. The boundary values are found by determining approximately
the outgoing distribution of the halfspace problem (2.3) a.s described in Section 3.

treat,cd in the same way as the one 2
~)bservesa.gain
<I
a good ngrcement, of the solution in the diffusive region with t,he true solution. We
mention here the work of [14, 18, 211 who trcsted similar problems for the stationary
equation.
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